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ASG travelers who joined the Boston trip in 2013 will know already what a 
treat Bobbie Scherlis and architectural historian Steven Horsch have 
planned for us in Cambridge, Massachusetts. For two days we’ll immerse 
ourselves in Cambridge’s cutting-edge and historical wonders of 
architecture and art, with tours led by curators and art historians and visits 
to private collections.  

The centerpiece of our trip is the revamped Harvard University Art 
Museums complex. Last fall the Museums opened after almost seven 
years, unveiling architect Renzo Piano’s grand new design joining the 
Fogg, Busch- Reisinger, and Arthur M. Sackler Museums under one 
light-filled arcade. Peter Atkinson, the Museums’ Director of Facilities and 
Planning Management, will give an architectural tour. We’re extremely 
fortunate that Marjorie Cohn, the Fogg’s long-time curator of prints (now 
emerita), will join us to provide a tour of Harvard’s spectacular and varied 
collections and will also lead us through the newly installed exhibition 
planned by her successor as curator of prints at the Fogg until last year, 
Susan Dackerman. “Corita Kent and the Language of Pop” is an 
examination of the vivid screenprints, installations, films and Happenings 
produced by this extraordinary nun during the 1960s.  

We will also visit the Rose Museum at Brandeis University, an 
outstanding collection of modern and contemporary art from New England; 
and the Harvard Museum of Natural History to see the internationally 
acclaimed Ware Collection of Blaschka Glass Models of Plants, 
colloquially known as the Glass Flowers Collection. Over 4,000 models 
were commissioned in 1886 from father and son glass artisans.  

Steven Horsch will lead our tour of the ivy classicism of Harvard Yard, 
looking at the exteriors of Memorial Hall, H.H. Richardson’s Seaver Hall, 
John Andrews’ Gund Hall (home of Harvard’s School of Architecture and 
Design) and James Stirling’s Sackler Building. The tour will also include 
Le Corbusier’s modernist Carpenter Center, a signature concrete 
structure cast in place on Harvard’s campus and the sole building by Le 
Coubusier in the United States. We’ll also visit MIT to see the public art 



collection and signature buildings on campus by leading architects such as 
I.M. Pei, Frank Gehry, Eero Saarinen and others. We will see important 
works of art by Alexander Calder, Henry Moore, Louise Nevelson, Sol 
Lewitt and Kenneth Noland, among others.  

Our trip will also include visits to two private collections. We’ll relax during 
this intensive trip in our luxury accommodations at the boutique Charles 
Hotel, just steps away from Harvard Square.  

Harvard University Art Museums may have made us wait nearly a decade 
to see the renovated Museums, but this tour will show that it was worth the 
wait.  

	  


